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Extension Equivalence of Oriented Matroids*
ACHIM BACHEM AND WALTER KERN
The point extensions of a matroid M are in one-one correspondence to the set of all linear
subclasses of M which, ordered by inclusion, form the so called extension lattice of M Two
matroids are said to be extension equivalent if their extension lattices are isomorphic. In this
paper we show that for two extension equivalent (oriented) matroids M, and M' of equal rank
M* is an adjoint of M iff M* is an adjoint of M' and use this result to prove: M is representable
over the field F if and only if M' is.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are many theorems in the theory of linear spaces which under certain assumptions
prove the existence of hyperplanes (or by duality of vectors resp. points) with certain
properties. Translated into the theory of (oriented) matroids these theorems become
statements on the existence of point extensions of a given (oriented) matroid. Thus the
point extensions play an important role in the theory of (oriented) matroids.
The point extensions of a matroid M are in one-one correspondence to the set of all
linear subclasses of M (cf. Las Vergnas [1978]) which, ordered by inclusion, form the
so called extension lattice 'If(M) of M. Two matroids are said to be extension equivalent
if their extension lattices are isomorphic. For example, the two 4- and 5-point matroids
of rank 3 shown below, are easily seen to be extension equivalent.
In this paper we are going to prove the following theorems
THEOREM 1. Let M, M' be two extension equivalent matroids of equal rank. Then
(a) M* is an adjoint of M if and only if M* is an adjoint of M'.
(b) M is representable over the field F if and only if M' is.
THEOREM 2. Theorem 1 remains valid if 'matroids' is replaced by 'oriented matroids'
and 'adjoints' by 'oriented adjoints'.
Extension equivalence seems to be a quite strong relation. If two matroids M, M' are
extension equivalent than their geometric lattice of flats ~, ~' can both be embedded in
their common extension lattice. Thus ~ and ~' are somewhere 'hidden' in the extension
lattice, however, it is not clear exactly where. As pointed out to us by Cordovil the
assumption that M and M' do have equal rank in Theorem 1 is superfluous since extension
equivalence of M and M' imply rank(M) =rank(M').
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we show that if M and M'
are extension equivalent matroids having equal rank, then every adjoint of M is also an
adjoint of M'. In section 3, this result is used to prove that under the same assumption,
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M is representable over some field F if and only if M' is. Finally we discuss in section
4 how to translate these results to oriented matroids.
Since the extension lattice of a matroid does not change, if we delete loops or parallel
elements, we shall restrict ourselves to considering simple matroids, i.e. geometric lattices .
2. AOJOINTS
Let Land Ll:> be geometric lattices of the same rank. Then Ll:> is called an adjoint of
L, if there exists an injective order-reversing map s : L~ L", mapping the copoints of L
onto the points of Ll:> (cf. Cheung [1974]). If F l:> is an element of Ll:> containing two
points, say »" and s". of Ll:> , then Fl:> must contain every point of Ll:> that lies on the
line spanned by pl:> and s". This shows that every flat of Ll:> corresponds to a linear
subclass of L, i.e. the map!, defined by f(F l:» = {g'-Ipl:> Ipl:> is a point of Ll:>, pl:>~F l:>},
is an embedding of Ll:> into the extension lattice g'(L). This result is due to Cheung
(1974). However, one can show that the converse is also true. For this purpose, we given
an alternative definition of adjoints (cf. Bachem and Kern [1984]).
LEMMA 2.1. Let Land Ll:> be geometric lattices of the same rank. Then Ll:> is an adjoint
of L if and only if there exist a bijective map (() from the points Ll:> into the copoints of L
and an injective map l/J from the points of L into the copoints of L': such that for all points
p and q of Land Ll:> (resp.):
P~({)(q)~q~l/J(p)
This result can be used, to prove the following:
(2.2)
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Land Ll:> be geometric lattices of equal rank. Then Ll:> is an
adjoint ofL if and only if it can be embedded into the extension lattice g'(L ) by an injective,
order-preserving map which maps the points of Ll:> onto the points of g'(L ).
Proof The 'only if' part is just Cheungs embedding theorem. Conversely, suppose,
that f : Lc; ~ e(L) is an embedding as in the claim. Since the points of e(L) are just the
copoints of L, f induces a bijection (() from the points of Ll:> onto the copoints of L.
Define the map l/J on the points of L as follows: For every point p of L, let l/J( p) := {H IH
is a copoint of Land p ~ cn'}. Then (2.2) holds for all points p and q of Land Ll:> (resp.) .
Thus it remains to show that l/J( p) is a copoint of L c: for every point p of L. Choose r - 1
copoints HI, ... , H r-I of L such that HI> HI!\Hz> ... > HI!,· .. /\Hr--I = P in L (' > '
means 'covers'). Let Fl:> be the join of HI> ... , H r-I (considered as points in Ll:». Since
the set of points of Fl:> form a linear sublcass, Fl:> contains the linear subclass generated
by HI> ... , H r-], which is equal to l/J(p). On the other hand, suppose there exists a point
H of Ll:> such that HE Fl:>\l/J(p) . Then F l:> would contain the linear subclass generated
by Hand l/J(p), which is equal to the whole set of points of Ll:>. This cannot hold, since
Fl:> has rank less or equal to r - 1 in Ll:> . Thus l/J( p) = F l:> is an element of Ll:> and for
every point H of Ll:> that is rrot contained in l/J(p ), the join of l/J(p) and H is the whole
set of points of Ll:> . This shows that l/J( p) is a copoint of Ll:>.
COROLLARY 2.4. Let Land L' be two extension-equivalent lattices of equal rank. Then
a lattice Lc: is an adjoint of L if and only if it is an adjoint of L'.
3. REPRESENTABILITY
The following necessary and sufficient condition for a matroid (geometric lattice) to
be representable over a field is well known (cf. Welsh [1976]).
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THEOREM 3.1. A geometric lattice L with finite point set E is representable over a field
F if and only if for every copoint H of L there exists a function fH : E ~ F such that
(1) ker fH = H for every copoint H of L, and
(2) if three copoints HI, H 2 and H 3 intersect in a coline of L, then there exist nonzero
elements AI, A2 and A3 of F such that AdH,+ AdH2 + A3f H3 == O.
COROLLARY 3.2. If a geometric lattice L has an adjoint which is representable over F,
then L is representable over F.
Proof. Suppose L f',. is an adjoint representable over F of L. Let e- be a subset of F"
such that L f',. is the lattice generated by E f',., and assume w.1.o.g.that E f',. is full dimensional,
i.e, that the copoints of L f',. correspond to hyperplanes of F". Let E and 'tie denote the
set of points and copoints of L resp. and let <p and I/J be as in Lemma 2.1. For every
e E E let ne be the normal vector of I/J( e). Define fH : E ~ F, HE 'J{ by
Then ker fH = H, since fH(e) =0¢:><p- 1(H ) E I/J(e)¢:> e";;;' H. Furthermore, if H lo H 2 and
H 3 cover a coline of L then <p -1(H1), <p -1(H2 ) and <p -1(H3 ) all lie on a line L f',.. Thus
there exist AI, A2 and A3 such that L A;<p -1(H;) = 0, hence AdH, +AdH2 + AJiH3 == O.
Combining this with Corollary 2.4, we get
COROLLARY 3.3. Let Land L' be extension equivalent geometric lattices of equal rank.
Then L is representable over F if and only if Lis.
PROOF. If L is representable over F, then L has an adjoint which is representable
over F.
4. REMARKS
REMARK 4.1. The results of section 2 and 3 carry over to oriented matroids. Adjoints
and extension lattices of oriented matroids have been introduced by the authors in
[Bachem and Kern (1984)]. However, in the oriented case, one has to specify the
embedding function f, the reason being that oriented matroids are not as well understood
from a lattice-theoretic point of view as un oriented matroids are. As an example of the
problems arising, consider the following: Let 0 c 2±E be an oriented matroid. Then 0
is ordered by the canonical ordering' <' (where X < Y means 'X conforms to Y'). Now
letf: O~ 2±E. What conditions onfimply thatfis a reorientation? Can they be expressed
in terms of the ordering '<'?
To avoid this kind of difficulty, we will replace the condition on the adjoint to be
embedded in the extension lattice by the condition to be 'part of' the extension lattice.
To be more precise, let 0 be a simple oriented matroid with point set E. Let E be a
representative system of the cocircuits of 0, i.e, ~( 01-) = EU- E. Then every localization
(0Y,~) of 0 is uniquely determined by its corresponding sign vector X E 2±E, X+ = I5,!J nE,
X-= -I5,!J n E, XO =~nE. Thus the extension lattice ~(O) of 0 can be thought of as a
subset of 2±E, E being a representative system of the cocircuits of O. Note that changing
to another representative system amounts to a reorientation of ~(O), considered as a
subset of 2±E.)
Now it is immediate from Theorem 3.2 of Bachem and Kern (1984) that the following
holds (take E to be the image of the map (() in the Theorem):
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PROPOSITION 4.2. Let D be an adjoint of 0 (both assumed to be simple). Then the
points of Dcan be identified with a representative system E of the cocircuits of 0 such that
every X E Dol corresponds to a localization of 0, i.e.
W:=X+U -X-, ,q[:=XoU _Xo defines (W,,q[)E ~'<O).
Conversely, if D has this property, it is an adjoint of 0 by virtue of
THEOREM 4.3. Let E be a representative system of the cocircuits of 0 and let D be an
oriented matroid on E having the same rank as O. Then, iffor every X E Dol the pair (W, ,q[)
as defined above is a localization, Dis an adjoint of O.
PROOF. Suppose we can show that for every e E E (the point set of 0), the localization
(qIJ., ,q[e) corresponding to an extension of 0 by an element parallel to e is represented
by some X E cg( Dol). Then the claim follows from Theorem 3.6 in Bachem and Kern
(1984). Thus we are left to show that for e E E, the sign vector X E2±E, defined by
X+=WenE, x-=-WenE and XO=,q[enE
is a cocircuit of 6.
First, it is easx to see that XO is a hyperplane of 6, the matroid underlying 6. To see
this, let <B and 'fi resp. denote the geometric lattices of the matroids underlying 0 and
6. Then W={ZOIZE Dol} and
r.W~ ~('fi),
fO(ZO) = p'{)1 Y E ZO},
is an embedding of Win the extension lattice ~('fi). Thus Wis an adjoint of <B and
consequently, for each e EE, there exists a hyperplane H of Wsuch that fO(H) is the
localization of <B corresponding to an extension of <B by an element parallel to e. Thus
XO = H is a hyperplane of 6-
Next we show that Xactually is a cocircuit of 6. Since XO is a hyperplane, there exists
a cocircuit Y of D such that yo = Xo. We show that Y= ±X. This amounts to show that
(qIJ,~) = ±(We, ,q[e), where (W,,q[) is the localization of 0 corresponding to Y. Since
yo =Xo, ~ equals ~e' Furthermore, if D is a coline of 0, then Wand We' restricted to
the cocircuits of 0 that contain D in their zerosets, agree up to sign reversal. For, if D
is a coline of 0, then either e E D and hence any such cocircuit is in ~ = ,q[e, or e fl D
and hence there is a unique cocircuit in ,q[ = ,q[e that contains D in its zeroset. The claim
then follows from the definition of localizations. Now suppose that W¥: ± We' i.e. there
exist two cocircuits Y and Z of 0 such that YEW n We and Z E -W nWe' By our
consideration above, this will lead to a contradiction if we can find a sequence ofcocircuits
Y = YI, ... , Yk = Z in WU - Wsuch that for every i < k; ¥;> n ¥;>+I is a coline of 0. The
existence of such a sequence, however, follows immediately from Tutte's 'Homotopy-
theorem' (cf. Crapo-Rota [1970]), Theorem 1):
THEOREM (Tutte). Let '#{ be the set of hyperplanes of a matroid and let ,q[ c '#{ be a
linear subclass. Then for any two hyperplanes H, H' E 'Je\,q[ there exists a 'path' H =
HI, H 2 , ••• , H k = H' such that for every i < k Hi E 'Je\,q[ and H, n H i+I is a coline.
Summarizing, we get the following result
COROLLARY 4.4. Let E be a representative system of the cocircuits of 0 and let D be
an oriented matroid on E. Furthermore assume that 0 and Dare of equal rank and simple
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(the latter w.l.o.g.). Then 6 is an adjoint of 0 if and only if each X E 6.L corresponds (in
the obvious way) to a localization of O. Furthermore every adjoint of 0 can be represented
in this way (i.e. is isomorphic to such an 6 with point set E)
If one wants the results of section 2 and 3 to carry over to the oriented case, one has
to define two oriented matroids to be extension-equivalent if their extension lattices
(regarded as sets of sign-vectors) agree for appropriate choices of representative systems.
The results then follow in precisely the same way as for unoriented matroids.
REMARK 4.5. The extension lattice of a geometric lattice L is fully determined by the
incidence relation of its points and 'lines' (actually it is determined by the incidence
relation of the copoints and colines of L ). Thus Corollary 2.4 states that testing whether
a given geometric lattice has an adjoint means essentially solving the following.
PROBLEM. Let pjJ be a set of points and ,;e be a set of lines such that every line contains
at least two points and any two points lie on a line. Then, given an integer r> 1, decide
whether or not there exists a geometric lattice L /'; of rank r and point set pjJ such that
every line in ,;e is contained in a line of L /';. So far, there is just one trivial obstruction
known for the existence of such a geometric lattice L /'; : If pjJ is the 'line-closure' of less
than r points of pjJ, then no geometric lattice L/'; as above can exist (cf. Cheung [1974]).
We conjecture that no other obstructions exist. A related question is considered by Mason
(1981): 'If M has an adjoint, does the dual M*?' It is not hard to show that all rank 3
matroids do have adjoints (cf. Cordovil [1983] for the oriented case).
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